
Medieval Combat Sport Basics
How to Play:  

Most Medieval Combat Sports are a 2 point system:
 - Once a �ghter has lost two or more points they are dead.
 - Each limb is worth 1 point and your torso, from hip to shoulder, is worth 2 points. 
 - The head is not a legal target area except for projectiles (arrows, javelins) and if hit in the head   
 with a projectile it is 2 points and death. Other shots from projectiles act as piercing weapons.

There are 2 types of damage: Striking and Piercing:
 - Striking weapons:  To take a limb and score a point you must strike the limb, or body, solidly 
 with the striking surface of your sword, �ail, club, glaive, or other “slashing” or “bashing” weapon. 
 - Piercing weapons:  May only score points on the body, which is 2 points,  resulting in death. 
 This includes spears, projectiles (excluding head-shots), and stabs with other stabbing-legal gear.
        - Pierced limbs do not count as point damage, but are disabled,* 
          and if pierced you must stop using that limb.            
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* To show a disabled arm simply dangle it at your side.  
A “taken” arm is shown by placing it behind your back. 
A taken OR disabled leg is shown with a knee on the ground. Why �ghters “Take” 

      or ”Don’t Take” shots:
This shot could: 
a)  be a kill shot, connecting with the hip for 2 points.
b) not have su�cient force and so be called “light,” 
     resulting in no points scored
c) be a solid shot on his armored torso, thus “breaking” 
    his torso armor, leaving his body un-harmed 
    but now vulnerable to the next solid shot.
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Shield Position:
Note that his shield is in contact with the other �ghter.
In full-contact games, shield bashing and aggressive 
shield-work are allowed.  

Safety Equipment:
Padded gloves such as MMA, lacrosse, and traditional leather 
gauntlets are encouraged in full-contact games. Volleyball
and wrestling knee-pads are popular for knee protection.

Fighting Communication:
The �ghter on his knees has lost a leg. You can tell which leg 
is his “live” leg, and thus still a viable target, by which knee he 
has o� of the ground. If both knees are on the ground he has 
failed to communicate which leg is “live” and so both are 
viable targets. Proper and timely communication is key.
   This �ghter’s right leg is his “live” leg, and his left leg is 
   already taken.   

Garb, Armor, and Flags:
These �ghters are both wearing “medieval period” baggy pants, and neutral 
colored shoes, which are legal garb for o�cial events. The standing �ghter has on 
an armored breast-plate, which protects his torso, and allows him to take 1 extra 
hit to that area. The kneeling �ghter wears “belt-�ags” on his hip, which give no 
combat advantage, but show his unit, realm, team, awards, or other a�liations.   

Feet and Hands:
The feet and hands are not legal targets IF 
they are on the ground or holding something.  
An un-armed hand, or a foot in the air, IS a legal 
target, and is treated as an extension of your limb. 
   This �ghter’s right foot is a legal target, his left foot is not. 
   

Only the receiving �ghter knows what the 
shot felt like.  

Integrity is important in combat sports.  

Open  full-contact practice:
2:00pm, Sundays 


